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April Fools, 1997

Five Superstar
Faculty Hired
Michgan trades away
Kamisar, White and others
In a surprise move the Michigan
faculty hiring committee announced
five big name professors had been hired
as a result of a concerted lateral hiring
effort. Professors Melvin Eisenberg,

A new crop of "Domiciliarily Challenged" faculty is welcomed to MLS.

Visiting Professor Program Ended
Dean Lehman today acknowledged

probably will not notice and will restore

the strain the growing visiting faculty

us to our deserved place at #6." Lehman

program was having on the L a w

said that the decision to rename the pro

School's credibility. I n a voice mail

gram came after careful consideration

message the dean announced that as of

of numerous options. "Can you believe

this fall the program would officially

some people actually thought we

be renamed the Domiciliarily Chal

should hire more permanent faculty as

lenged Faculty Program. The program

a way to solve the problem. That would

will also be expanded to include 50%

be absolutely ludicrous. Who the heck

of the standing faculty.

wants to live out here?''

''For a while there I was really wor

When asked for her comments on

ried," Dean Lehman reportedly said re

the matter, Dean Eklund reportedly re

ferring to the possible adverse effect

sponded, "I guess this means we are

such a change would have on the law

going to have to start a Faculty Orien

school's rank. "But luckily

tation and FYI program."

US News

Laptops Banned From Classrooms
..,
Accordi11g to a memo discovered

;.p::a trash biH.. by a RG staff member,

i

�. �:"(

..,.,�.�-

-l

He<irts is Here!

In re�gonse to the classroom
r:W.ptop b� and

�

the increased effi

� proc��sors have had �n

ency w

Alan Farnsworth, Arthur Corbin, Alan
Dershowitz, and Gerald Gunther have
been hired to start in the fall.
The new hires will, however, come
at a price. Traded away in the various
deals were:

J.J. White, Yale Kamisar,

A.W.B. Simpson, Stephen Croley and
Douglas Kahn. Asked for comment
Dean Lehman said, "I am very happy
with the trade. I am a little distressed
that Corbin has been dead for a while,
but I think we can find a way to work
around the problem. At least we didn't
end up with Richard Posner or Shawn
Bradley [now with the Dallas Maver
icks]."
The RG has learned that the new
trading technique may not be so new.
Unconfirmed sources have reported that
Professor Heidi Feldman is not actually

the Law School plans to ban laptop

going Georgetown but rather the NHL's

computers from all classrooms.

Washington Capitals as part of a three

Stu

dent complaints about the noisiness of

way -trade which will bring Mario

some students' typing are not the only

Lemieux from the Penguins to U of M.

reason for the proposed ban. Appar

Feldman was reportedly overheard say

ently, faculty are convinced that most

ing, "I'll show those guys what a tort

aver wntmg, Neal Plotkin
announc�Jl an e-mail yesterday that

students aren't taking notes but are

really is. I'm gonna put Gretzky in a

playing games instead.

world of hurt." Lemieux will be teach

the Law School was planning to up

cated that 75% of faculty would use a

student

grade all computers in Room 200 so
that Hearts could be played over the
network. "I'm sorry," Plotkin said,
"but I've just seen too many people
being too productive on those com
puters. It's amazing what students can
accomplish on ten-year-old equipment."

A survey cited in the memo indi

ing Torts and International Trade in the
fall.

laptop to play games if they had to sit

infra

through their own classes. Another por
tion of the survey revealed that since
the anonymous grading system allowed
the faculty to be arbitrary in the assign
ment of grades, a student's ability to
use a computer in class would have
little meaningful effect on her grade.

Actual Issue

p. 2

LSSS Serves Real Wine
at SFF Auction

p. 7
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Faculty To
Underg o
Transition
BY S ANJEEV DATE
RG CoNTRIBUTING EDITOR
The past few years have seen the
loss of strong faculty to either retire
ment or the lure of positions and
deanships at other law schools.

Joel

Seligman and Jerry Israel are the most
notable of our recent escapees; Heidi
Feldman, Kent Syverud, and John Jack
son will be headed elsewhere within a
year. This wave of recent and immi
nent departures has raised serious con

issue of physician-assisted
Professors Orentlicher and Kamisar debate
suicide. Professor Kahn attempted to moderate the discussion.

Kantisar v. Orentlicher
on ''The Right to Die''

cerns among faculty and students alike

BY JIM BIRGE

regarding the future of our institution.

SPECIAL TO THE RG

claimed that this issue revolved around
finding the most accurate proxy for de

The questions on everyone's mind must

On Friday, March 28, the Health

be: what are we going to about it, and

Law Society sponsored a debate be

is it too late to transfer?

tween Professor Yale Karnisar and Dr.

While acknowledging that proxies

David Orentlicher regarding the Con

have the inherent disadvantage of be

A New Problem for a New Era The Spousal Hiring Dilemma

termining who was morally justified in
wishing to terminate his or her life.

stitutional validity of physician-assisted

ing over or under-incl usive, Dr.

suicide. As those who have taken Pro

Orentlicher suggested that they have the

The Law School has been one of

fessor Karnisar's class can attest, he is

advantage of providing a "bright line"

the strongest in the nation for much of

a fairly outspoken critic of physician

for the law to follow rather than delv

this century, despite certain character

assisted suicide, primarily on grounds

ing into the peculiarities of each given

istics about Ann Arbor that would de

of sound public policy.

case. The only other alternative would

ter any reasonable faculty member from

Dr. Orentlicher previously worked

be a case-by-case basis which would be

coming here. The weather's terrible,

for the American Medical Association

administratively unwieldy and give

and the town has a limited legal prac

as Director of its Medical Ethics Office,

judges and juries too much discretion

tice, but these things were also true

where he was compelled to toe the party

thirty years ago.

Despite those prob

line against physician-assisted suicides.

lems, we've historically been able to

However, once Dr. Orentlicher left for

attract some of the brightest minds in

academia (Indiana University Law

the country.

School), he became a tentative sup

But social relations between men

porter of the right to such procedures.

and women have changed, and women

A psychiatrist prior to receiving his J.D.,

work regularly today, whereas thirty

Dr. Orentlicher also scrutinized empiri

years ago it was less common.

Mar

cal arguments rather than legal doctrine.

ried couples in which both spouses are

Thus, the speakers set aside the

professionals have replaced those in

Constitutional questions quickly, focus

which the husband worked, and the wife

ing instead on the public policy impli

stayed at home. The result is that a pro-

cations of permitting such procedures.

SPOUSE, p. 4

Opening the debate, Dr. Orentlicher

see

see
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Jessup Team. Advances to Internationals

BY Krus LENART
RG EDITOR-IN-ClllEF

This year's topic involves what Mr.

For the second year in a row, the

I

up in international court. Half of each

Silver describes as "a humanitarian re

team represents each country in the dis

lief effort gone bad." There is a volca

pute, which is interesting according to

Jessup International Law Moot Court

nic eruption, which produces massive

Ms. Moore because "in the past, when

team from Michigan Law School has

devastation in one country. A neighbor

these issues have come before the court

won in their region and will represent

ing country provides emergency assis

it has involved individuals.

the school on the international level.

tance which includes evacuating a large

involves countries."

But this

The regional competition took

number of children. After the situation

The dispute raises many difficult

place in Toledo on February 15 and 16.

settles down, about 400 of the children

and fascinating issues, including inter

Since the regions are redrawn each year,

have not been claimed. The rescuing

national adoption, trade, and jurisdic

the teams which the Michigan team had

country declares these children adopt-

tion laws. According to Ms. Moore, the

to beat (Fordham in the semi-final
round and Chicago-Kent in the final
round) were each winners in their own
regions last year.
Aside from winning the regional
competition, the team also cleaned up
on other awards. The team brief came
in at third place, and two team mem
bers were given speaker awards. Jeff
Silver was awarded third overall out of
40 speakers, and Paul Bavier was
awarded fourth.
The international competition will
take place in Washington D.C. on April

7th, as a part of the annual meeting of
the American Society of International
Law. They will compete against over

The I997 University of Michigan Jessup International Law Moot Court
Competition team: (L to R) Erinn Weeks (2L), Coach Bryan Walters (2L),
Miriam Moore (2L), Jeff Silver (IL), and Paul Bavier (IL).

50 teams from almost 50 countries, and

able, but the home country wants them

dispute is especially fascinating be

will be judged by members of the In

back so they can be adopted by mem

cause it brings up both "new issues and

ternational Court of Justice. Last year,

bers of their (home) culture.

old issues which were never decided."

What follows is a major political

The topic involves both GATT and

of 50 teams, and their brief carne in 8th

conflict. The children's home country

WTO, which are so new that "there just

overall. A team from the United States

imposes import bans in retaliation for

is no law on them."

has not won in 10 years.

the "abduction," and the dispute ends

see

the Michigan team was judged 30th out

JESSUP, p. 14

Final Round of Campbell Moot Court to Begin
BY Krus LENART
RG EDITOR-IN-ClllEF
of

brackets of five teams. The two best

were on the Campbell board this year

teams out of each bracket advanced.

and were finalists in the competition

April will also see the final round

The round of four teams was held Mon

last year.

the

day, February 24th.

C a mpbell

Moot

C o u rt,

Michigan's in-house competition. The

The first problem that the teams are

Both of the teams who made it to
finals had argued the petitioner's side

two teams of finalists are Tracy Gonos

debating this year involves whether a

of the issue in the previous rounds.

and Jennifer Ouding; and Alex Ro

state can prosecute a woman for inten

They were given a choice to all write

maine and Hardy Vieux.

tional transmission of the AIDS virus

for the respondent and then flip a coin,

to her baby.

or to flip the coin immediately. They

According to Alex Baldwin, the

The second problem is

competition began in the fall with five

whether or not state statutes with a man

agreed to do the flip immediately. Jen

brackets of teams, and the top two

datory AIDS reporting provision violate

nifer Ouding and Tracy Gonos were

teams out of each bracket advanced.

a constitutional right to privacy. The

forced to switch sides and argue the

On Thursday, February 20th the round

problems were written by Amy Burkoff

respondent's position. The other team

of 10 teams was held, divided into two

and Jenny Buyersdorf, both of whom

see

CAMPBELL,p.14
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Finding Spousal Jobs Creates Headaches
continuedfrom p. 2

sumed that Astronomy would be appre

spective faculty member must find

hensive about doing the same for us.
Dual-teaching

work for his/her spouse in Ann Arbor.

The administration has thus far not
lowered its hiring standards to accom

law spouses are

modate the less-desired spouse, al

Depending on the career of the non-pro

more rare, yet present interesting inter

though some question this decision in

fessorial spouse, this often puts Michi

nalized dilemmas for the Law School.

light of Southeast Michigan's dearth of

gan at a competitive disadvantage with

More than once, good law schools have

quality law programs besides our own.

schools located in bigger cities which

had

to

d e c ide

--------•

P r o f e s s o r

can offer better employment to the

whether to lower

spouse. Dean Lehman remarks, "if the

their standards for

spouse is a doctor, then the spousal

the less-qualified

problem doesn't hurt us because Ann

spouse in order to

to lower their standards for

whether

the less-qualified spouse in

should accept

Arbor offers an excellent health care

retain the more

industry. But if the spouse is an invest

qualified spouse.

ment banker or a practicing lawyer, then

Professor Yale

Ann Arbor definitely can't offer the

Karnisar recounts

types of opportunities available in New

one such problem

York or D.C."
More complicated are the problems

Sometimes/ a good law
school must decide whether

order to retain the more
qualified spouse.

Karnisar states,
"I'm
fence

on
as

the
to
we

the person who
isn't as good as
'coming with'
the person we

at Yale Law School, in which a spousal

want."

pair "left Yale because the administra

fence; he denies that Michigan will

Dean Lehman is not on the

associated with dual-teaching spouses.

tion wouldn't hire one of them, and

lower its standards to accommodate

According to the Dean, this spousal

went to Columbia because Columbia

such teaching spouses, else, "to do so

situation can either help or hurt the Law

was willing to hire both of them. Then

would create a second-class faculty.

School: "this entire institution that is

a few years later, the administration

Lowering our standards is not the an
swer to dealing with this problem."

the University of Michigan is such a

changed at Yale, and they came back

strong school in so many different ar

because now Yale would take both of

eas that it is very attractive for teaching

them."

Increased Devotion to the Hiring
Effort

spouses to wish to come here. How

Still worse for Michigan is that

ever, it is precisely Michigan's strength

such teaching spouses must either both

Whether by a lack of hiring during

that can hurt us as well; if the spouse

teach at the Law School, or not at all.

the past fifteen years or by a mass exo

doesn't meet the very high standards of

Compare this to a law school in New

dus of middle-aged professors, the fac

Michigan faculty, then we lose

York: if the less-desired spouse can't get

ulty at Michigan resembles Bill Wyman

our

vi

able candi-

a job at Colum

(bassist of the Rolling Stones) and his

date, too." It

bia, there are

girlfriend; very old and very young. A

is not clear
how

the

University

HI£ the spouse is a doctor/ then

/
the spousal problem doesn t

as a whole

hurt us because Ann Arbor of-

deals

fers an excellent health care in

this

with
prob

lem.

Ac

dustry. But if the spouse is an

to

investment banker or a practic

one faculty

ing lawyer/ then Ann Arbor

cording

source, dif
ferent

de-

partments
often try to
a c c o m m o
date
other,

each

definitely can/t offer the types of
opportunities available in New
York or D.C.//
-Dean jeffrey Lehman

but

only within
reasonable limits: "We're not going to

many more law

glance at our Bulletin reveals that many

schools in the

of our most well-respected professors

New York area.

have been teaching for one hell-of-a

"Ann

Arbor

long-time.

Professor Ed Cooper has

can't compare

been teaching since 1967; John Jack

with cities like

son since '61; Doug Kahn, '64; Yale

New York and

Kamisar, '57; Thomas Kauper, '64;

Washington

Theodore St. Antoine, '65; Terrance

D.C., " says

Sandalow, '61;A.W.B. Simpson, 'prob

Professor

ably sometime in the sixties; James J.

K a m i s a r .

White , '64. If my math serves me cor

"We' re

the

rectly, that would make each of these

only

law

professors pretty darn old and approach

here,

ing retirement, which would leave some

school

while those cit-

enormous shoes for our middle-aged

ies

faculty to fill.

have

handful

a
of

The administration has not openly

quality law schools that could hire

recognized this age gap or a dearth in

hire somebody we don't think is very

teaching spouses. Even if they don't

recent hiring, although unnamed faculty

good just to satisfy the Astronomy de

get a job teaching at the same school,

partment's hiring needs." It can be as-

they'd still be living in the same city."

sources claim that the administration is
see LATERAL,p.12
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The SFF Auction: Lawyers, Blood and Money
BY LARRY SAGER
RG CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

sumed, until stalling at the

A book signed in blood, a Mickey
Mantle autographed baseball, and white

$200 mark.

A group of frantic, out of their mind bid

Prof. Feldman then enticed a final and

ders competed for two of Professor

decisive bid of

$210, vowing "to dish

the dirt on the Ann Arbor faculty."

Soper's seating charts, finally closing at

$245, (they had a lovely black frame).

water rafting were among the many

Some of the most furious bidding

There were Jets tickets in New

items purchased at the Student Funded

occurred between a half-dozen people

York, Dodgers tickets in L.A., and Ti
ger tickets here in the Motor City. Chess

1997 Auction. Dinners,

vying for two nights in Santa Barbara,

sports tickets, bar review courses, and

courtesy of Professor Bogaard, plane

games, racquetball, jazz night, a per

weekend retreats helped to bring in

fare not included. And a din of seri

sonal viola concert, tennis matches,

Fellowship

$15,810 in a matter of hours with the

ousness shrouded the room as several

hockey seats, and a guaranteed wild

help of professional auctioneers who

folks vied for immortality in the words

($600) plane ride with J.J. White at the

hold day jobs at the law school, Profes

of Lempert, Gross, and Liebman, with

pilot's stick, or whatever it is you'd call

sor Andrea Lyon, Dean Jeffrey Lehman,

one absolutely determined woman con

it.

and Professor Sherman Clark.

tributing some $800 to become the sub

The hottest items of the evening

ject of a hypothetical of her choice, in

Professor Krier will accompany

3

to the posh Radrick Farms Golf Course

seemed to be Simpson-memorabilia,

the subsequent edition of A Modem Ap

having required the golfers had no

contradicting Professor Simpson's own

proach to Evidence.

higher than a

maxim that a pair of "boxer shorts go

Various sundry meals were auc

12 handicap, and a TRW

report that passed mustard. Professor

down in value the less he is Elvis

tioned from a

$70 "dutch" lunch with

and Auctioneer Clark improvised an al

Presley." Concerning the law school,

Professor McKinnon (who one student

ternative golfing offer to Professor

the Professor may have to substitute his

claimed has yet to fess up to last year's

Krier's offer of elitist golf, finding bid

own name for Presley's the next time

commitment), to a power lunch with the

ders who would pay twice as much to

he uses his boxer short proverb. His

Dean

($250). Other lunches, dinners

play an "inferior local course" by dis

three auction items, a tie

and home cooked meals were offered

pensing with the handicap requirement,

autographed signed copy of his book

by Rob Precht, Parker Erkmann, Elliot

golfers who slice more shots than they

Cannibalism and the Common Law
($350), and with fair warning given by

Regenstein, and Professors St. Antoine,

putt.

Brown, Reimann, Tonner, Cooper,

teed Prof. Clark would wear plaid pants.
The two golf games netted SFF $475.

($70), an

Dean Lehman, a home cooked Simpson

Rosenbaum, Leary, Alvarez, Lyon,

meal for 4

($750), "sold" for about 10-

Jones, Eisenberg, Sandalow and more.

20 times face value. How much can

Professor Malamud offered a gradua

dead-cat stew cost after all? (The pro

tion party, and Professor Karnisar an in

fessor claims to have cooked alligator

scribed biography of Jackie Robinson.

last year).

Professor Feldman also guaran

It was a fun night for all. Hope to
see you all there next year.

You pays yer money and

you takes yer chances. Contrast this
with the Blimpy's Burgers $36 coupon
that sold for ... well, $36, and Blimpy's
uses dead cats as well.

Professor

Simpson confirms his "book will be
signed in blood," but refuses to divulge
what kind of blood, and whose.
The highlight of the evening
would have to be the Tort Department,
Professors Clark and Feldman, work
ing the room simultaneously from
front and back, as Professor Feldman
did her best to entice higher bids for
her dinner for two in Washington D.C.
When the bid stalled at $150, she un
abashedly admitted being "a deprived
woman of 10 years," promising "good
food in a real city!" A hush fell over
the crowd, but bidding finally re-

Students scan the silent auction items hoping to find a good deal.
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Res Gestae is published biweekly during

he school year by students of the University of
chigan Law School. Opinions expressed in

·

ylined articles are those of the authors and do
ot necessarily represent the opinions of the
ditorial staff. Articles may be reprinted with

It is very encouraging to see the
accomplishments of Michigan Law
School students in the various Moot
Court opportunities which are avail
able. Our teams bring home awards
and the caliber of argument in the in
house competitions is very impressive
indeed.
At the same time, it is disheart
ening to see the lack of student in
volvement in and resources devoted
to some of the Moot Courts. It is frus
trating to hear that the Jessup team
from last year had to cover most of
their own expenses, and this year was
slightly better but no where near the
support shown to teams from other
schools; or that the Environmental
Moot Court has trouble getting stu
dents or faculty involved. This school,
student body and administration alike

�

does not seem to recognize Moo

Courts for the valuable resource that
they are.
These experiences are invaluable

ut permission, provided that the author and the

for students, and are unlike any other

es Gestae are credited and notified.

available in Law School. Students are

e Res

Gestae welcomes submissions. Please

lace all articles, columns, or opinion pieces in

given the opportunity to write briefs
and perform oral arguments in front

Res Gestae pendaflex located on the third

of judges, and to hear the arguments

oor of Hutchins Hall across from the faculty

of other students, sometimes from

ailroom. All submissions must be on a 3.5"

other schools around the country or

he

·

sk. Macintosh format is preferrable but IBM

ubmissions are also accepted as well. The Res

estae reserves the right to edit all submissions
n the interest of space.

around the world.
Students research a topic in great
depth, and in the specialized courts the
subject matter of the topic is some

The

Res Gestae

thing in which they are presumably

The University of Michigan Law School

interested and may even want to prac

Hutchins Hall

tice. Rarely does one find integration

Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: (313) 998-7976
rg@umich.edu,
rgadvice@umich.edu
http://www.law.umich.edu/pubs/rg

have the right not
to remain silent.
write to us:
rg@umich.edu
ou

i

o

n

Attention They Deserve

Kevin Bringuel

Mike Muczynski

n

Moot Courts Not Getting the

anaging Editor:

usiness Manager:

i

of skills on this scale in law school.
Moot Courts also help students
learn to work together, a skill essen
tial to successful legal practice but
rarely stressed and often discouraged
by the competitive environment of law
school.
Moot Courts are also very ben
eficial to the school as a whole. When

our teams excel at these events, it is a
mark of prestige which not only helps
the school attract prospective students
but can help solicit alumni contribu
tions as well. Students who have posi
tive experiences with Moot Courts
while in school may well be willing
to donate money after graduation to
ensure that other students are able to
have the same opportunities available.
Moot Courts also help the repu
tation of our school among the judges
of these competitions, who are often
well-respected members of the legal
community. When our students make
a good impression, as they usually do,
it reflects well on the education they
have received from Michigan.
To better utilize the opportunities
offered by Moot Courts, action on the
part of both students and the adminis
tration is needed. The administration
needs to make sure that information
on all of the various Moot Courts is
readily available to students, includ
ing who to contact, relevant dates, and
what is involved. More information
on the Law School web site might be
useful, as would the Moot Court Board
suggested by Jeff Silver in the article.
It is then up to the students to get
involved and to make clear their in
terest and willingness to do the work
required.

However, once students

show an interest in a Moot Court, the
administration needs to ensure that
funding and faculty support are avail
able to make the student effort as suc
cessful as possible.
We have nothing to lose by in
creasing our participation in Moot
Courts. Yes, it is a large commitment,
but anyone who has done it will prob
ably tell you that it was well worth the
work. The school as a whole needs to
realize just how much we all have to
gain.
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71
r

withdrew its earlier grant of approval

very successful and well-attended wine
and cheese events.

the auction, LSSS did not serve alco

of the April 18 [March 18?-Eds.] is

hol after all.

sue regarding the serving of alcohol

social reception prior to the auction,

We did, instead, host a

prior to the SFF Auction were inappro

which served the very same (and sin

priate and unfair.

gular) purpose as the wine and cheese

originally planned to host this year's

event-an opportunity for students,

third and final student-faculty wine and

faculty and staff to interact informally.

cheese event an hour before the auction,

LSSS member Stacy Berman worked

it was at no time our intention to some

very hard to organize several wine and

how elicit higher auction bids as a re

cheese events this year in response to

sult. When LSSS hosts a faculty-stu

requests by fellow students for more

dent wine and cheese event we do so

student-faculty social events. For the

responsibly and with the approval of the

RG to insinuate our goal was anything

law school's alcohol policy oversight

less than genuine was unfair and well

committee.

may have jeopardized the future of our

Because the committee

d

April 1, 1997

for the event only three days prior to
Your comments appearing on page one

While LSSS had

f

•

Jeff King

Editor's Note:
The RG apologizes for any
misconstrual of our remarks in the last
issue. We did not intend to suggest that
the LSSS was holding a wine-and
cheese function for the purpose of so
liciting larger donations. By no means
did the RG intend to restrict the flow of
alcohol to either students or faculty, and
we certainly regret any consequences
which our statements might have had
to that effect.

Law School to Vote on Secession from MSA
BY JosHUA TURNER
RG CoNTRIBUTING EDITOR

University, has approximately 15 rep

ther of these incidents impacted the Law

resentatives, giving it the largest bloc

School directly, some students are con

"Small

cerned. "There doesn't seem to be any

have the opportunity to vote for seces

schools," like the Law School, are only

accountability," said a 1L. Moreover,

sion from the Michigan Student Assem

given one representative each.

On April 7th, law students will

of votes on the Assembly.

many law students are unaware of the

bly. If the referendum is approved, the

Yolanda McGill, a 1L representa

key role that the MSA plays in funding
Law School student groups. The MSA

Law School will join other graduate

tive to the LSSS, notes that this arrange

branches of UM in forming a new en

ment can be problematic. Not all of

is often portrayed in the campus media

tity which will control funding disburse

the funding that comes from law stu

as a group more closely related to un-

ment. Currently, law students each pay

dents is allo-

$15 per semester to the MSA, which

cated back to

affairs

then allocates that money back to the

the LSSS, be

LSSS (Law School Student Senate).

cause

the

Representation on the MSA

graduate. Be

The Senate then decides which Law

MSA has dis

School student groups (such as WLSA

cretion in set

is proportional, meaning

and BLSA) will receive money from

ting funding

//small schools" like the

this "activities" fund. GAPS (Gradu

le vels

ate And Professional Schools) is prom

each college.

Law School are only given

ising that the new arrangement will be

In addi

more responsive to Law School con

tion,

for

dergraduate

one representative each.

than

cause of this,
controversies
like the Probir
Mehta inci
dent can go
unnoticed by
the

Law

School com-

there

cerns than the MSA, and will result in

have been re-

a more efficient funding process.

cent reports of irregularities in the MSA

Although the GAPS proposal

munity.

The MSA is a University-wide stu

budget process. Fiona Rose, the out

promises the Law School a greater say

dent governing body. As such, it in

going MSA president, caused a furor

in funding decisions, it will still not have

cludes representatives from all of the

when, according to the Michigan Daily,

direct control.

colleges that make up the University,

she used MSA funds to purchase a

consist of representatives from all of the

both graduate and undergraduate. Rep

Franklin planner earlier this year.

graduate colleges at the University,

resentation is proportional, meaning

Probir Mehta, the outgoing vice-presi

some of which are larger than the Law

The GAPS body will

that the larger colleges have a larger

dent, has also been targeted by the

School. Voting will take place on April

voice in the Assembly than the smaller

Daily for allocating funds to a student

7th between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in

ones. The college of Literature, Sci

group without going through the re

front of Room 100.

ence and the Arts, which is the main

quired processes.

undergraduate liberal arts college at the

While there is no evidence that ei-

j8
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Law School Makes Effort to Curb
Racis:m Through Increased Dialogue
BY Mnrn SACHS

Phoebe Ellsworth, J.B. White, and Sally

RG NEWS & POLITICS EDITOR

Anne Payton; Associate Dean Susan

Director of Academic Services. This

Eklund; staffer Della Weatherspoon;

will be a full-time position - unlike

The Winter 1996 semester saw a

from the Detroit area, to be the new

frightening tum in the dialogue and the

and students Freeman Farrow, Jeff

the part-time Doris McGee -who did

attitude toward race at Michigan Law

Fisher, Michele Frasier, Rachel Lokken,

much of the same work that Johnson

School. The graffitti incident at Pro

Gail Ristow, and Hardy Vieux.

fessor Lance Jones's door acting as a

now will supervise, including the MAP

Whitman says that recommenda

catalyst, the rest of the semester saw

tions will be delivered to the faculty

insults hurled by students at one an

during a meeeting on April 11th. After

program.
Second,

the

Law

School

pendaflexed all Law School students

other, professors leading inner-class

the faculty mulls the ideas over, they

and asked who would wish to partici

discussions on race, and a large wall of

can vote in favor of the recommenda

pate in a "Cultural Competence" dis

complaints and grievances located

tions and declare them Law School

cussion group to take place during Feb

across from Room 100.

policy, they can amend the recommen

ruary, March, and into the future. The

No, Michigan Law School was not

dations, or they can reject the recom

discussion group was the brainchild of

a friendly place to be this time last year.

mendations and ask the committee to

last year's outgoing LSSS President,

go back to work.

Allison Lowry.

The Law School decided to take
action.

Cu rrently,

Late last se-

the members of

mester, Dean Jef
frey Lehman or
ganized an Educa
tional Environ
ment Committee
to

discuss

mull

over

and
the

problems that the
Sc hool

Law

seems to have re
garding race rela
tions.
Now, close to
twelve

months

this discussion

Late last semester/ Dean Jeffrey Lehman
organized

an

Ed ucational

Environment

group are offi
cially confiden
tial - beyond

Committee to discuss and mull over the problems

Dean

that the Law School seems to have regarding race

P r o f e s s o r

relations.

Eklund,

D e b o r a h
Malamud,

Also/ all Law School students were invited
to participate in a //Cultural Competence//

and

"So e l l yn
Scarnacc i a."
D e an

Eklund

discussion group to take place during February/

would not release

March/ and into the future.

their names and
an

anonymous

later, after a series

source said that

of

the group had

discussions

during the 199697 school year, the E.E. Committee is

taken a vow of
The

Res Gestae has tried to talk

prepared to announce recommendations

with several of the students on the com

to the Michigan Law School faculty.

mittee to get more details on their work

"We believed that race was becom

and find out what ideas were being

confidentiality until their work is com
plete.
What this work entails is an unan
swered question.

ing a problem for everybody in the in

thrown around, but only one student

Still, despite these measures taken

stitution," said newly-appointed Asso

wished to go on record and even that

by the Law School, there is a general

ciate Dean Christina Whitman, a mem

student seemed reluctant to speak about

feeling that the problem remains and

ber of the committee. The committee,

the matter. All other students contacted

that the Law School might not be tak

she said, was "an effort to approach a

did not return phone calls or refused to

ing the proper steps that the problem

large problem with different perspec-

comment.

deserves.

tives."

The Law School also has taken two

Stay tuned for the RG's last issue

Besides Dean Whitman, the com

other steps toward alleviating what they

this academic year for the faculty rec

mittee is made up of faculty, students,

clearly perceive to be a large problem.

ommendations and any more informa

administrators, and staffers. Its mem

First, they appointed Charlotte

tion on the "Cultural Competence" dis-

bers include: Professors Jose Alvarez,

Johnson, an African-American attorney

cussion group.

+
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more often, while those in California

More McTrouble: Michigan v.
Ronald McDonald. On Friday night the

are simply "doing it" more often.

Ann Arbor police faced a weighty chal

those in Ann Arbor are "doing it right"

Okay . . .

lenge when they responded to my 911

How to say nothing and mean it:

BY LARRY SAGER
RG CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

•

call reporting a heavily armed man in a

The LSSSSS election platforms. Train

clown suit on my front lawn. Excerpt

ing ground for future Michigan

from the police report:

judges-who run unopposed. Mean
while, foul play at the MSA? The only

Picture Book versus Intellectual

time "close" counts is in horseshoes and

Treatise. Are we thawing from the tun

hand grenades, as Russ Abrutyn loses

dra cold or have high temperatures in

in the Michigan Student Assembly elec

the law school finally created a high

tion by a mere five votes. He is consid

pressure system powerful enough to

ering petitioning for a recount of the 29

affect the weather? It seemed a pleas

votes cast.

ant evening to explore Ann Arbor, and

Missing In Action: Anyone spot

I headed east on South University.

the environmental law courses? "Any

Traveling almost two blocks, I stopped

top law school needs permanent faculty

Suspect wear
ing baggy yellow pants and size 43
Bruno Magli floppy clown shoes; col-

Shake, flash, and dance:
Ms. Katie Lake is look
ing to borrow a snake
for her belly dancing
routine at the Law Re

to admire a sign above a store termi

to teach courses in environmental law,"

vue

nally void of customers, its name ob

commented 1L Matt Norton, "and

scured with symbols:

Michigan currently has none."

Thursday, April 3rd at

Condom 101.

Venturing inside the store, the friendly

Shake, flash, and dance: Ms. Katie

saleswoman paused from talking on the

Lake is looking to borrow a snake for

telephone and enthusiastically greeted

her belly dancing routing at the Law

me. "Hello," I retorted, "I'm just look

Revue Talent Show, Thursday, April 3rd

ing," hoping to avoid a hard (or soft)

at 7:30 p.m.
Could it be . . . sexual harassment?

sell of the product line.

Talent

Show,

7:3op.m.
ored face paint, orange hair, and a pi
rate hat; waving a loaded fully func
tional blunderbuss, and slurring his
speech. McDonald was interrogated

Against one wall stood a huge bar

Reportedly, a male student ventured to

rel filled with rubb . . . I mean, condoms.

Professor McKinnon's office to inquire

(without counsel) for more than two

[Some glow in the dark-so you can

about her upcoming Fall 1997 class of

hours. Ron's only response to the bar

Moving along to the

ferings and found himself face-to-face

rage of questions: "You want fries with

edible lotion section, then to the "read

with "the fire-breathing gate keeper,"

that?"

find it easier?]

ing" area, where a particular book came

otherwise known as her secretary. She

NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE.

to my attention:

accusatorially asked, "Who are you?

During Friday's assisted suicide debate,

What do you want? What do you want

Professor Kamisar referred to males

The World of Sexual
Dominance and Submission. Five hun
and

with Professor

with sexual deficiencies which some

forty pages

McKinnon?"

times cause serious anxiety and suicidal

dred

of print, n o
pictures, and
a

10-page

bibliogra

Missing In Action:

Anyone

spot the environmental law
courses? //Any top law school

phy! Amaz-

needs permanent faculty to

ing.

teach courses in environmen

N o w ,
the

tal law," commented IL Matt

difference

Norton, //and Michigan cur

here's

b e t w e e n
Michigan

rently has none."

tendencies. My Hollywood director/
foul-mouthed uncle (no actual genetic

treated more

relation) clued-me-in all too late (as

"like a stalker

usual) about his latest killing in the

than

stock market. People were bidding up

rather

someone inter

the stock of Vivus Inc. (it quadrupled

ested

before the product hit the market. It's a

in

the

"You

"hardener," an assuagement for those

don't seem like

aforementioned men, who can now live

a law student,"

a happy, normal, and protruding life.

she

The side effects sound unpleasant and

class."

charged.

The student re

and California: in California this would be a 90-

student

claimed he was

The

taliated by asking "if male students were

extremely painful, and no, I have not
tried it.

page book with high quality explicit

graded on a different curve than the fe

Which brings us to an appropriate

photographs, various parts of the male

male students," at which point she be

closing remark from James Madison's

and female anatomy pierced, with likely

gan to huff and puff. The student claims

Federalist Papers No. 39: Laugh and

captions below the pictures such as

smoke came out of her ears and he re

the world laughs with you, snore and

"Mistress Serena, Dominatrix." There

treated. He has decided to take Tax Law

you sleep alone.

fore, one may logically deduce that

II instead.
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New Web Service Enhances Job Hunt
BY SusAN PaxMAN

immediately apparent from their GPAs.

SPECIAL TO THE RG

of surfing on the Web; however, they

Employers determine which re

market this service to employers as a

Did you ever just want to scream

sumes they will view by doing a search

way to save time and money in the re

your abundant qualifications into the

by topic. Topical searches can include

cruiting process. Career Services has

wind and wait for potential employers

anything from finding candidates with

negotiated restrictions on employers'

to call? Believe it or not, after April 11

high GPAs and Law Review to finding

access to resumes to assure that this ser

the Office of Career Services will help

candidates who want to work in Arkan

vice does not undermine on-campus re

you do just that.

sas or practice health law.

cruiting. University of Michigan law

Career Services has subscribed to
Attorneys@Work, a new legal employ

students' resumes on Attorneys @Work
will not be available for employer pe

ment service located on the World Wide

Through this new service/

rusal during the on-campus interview

Web.

students can create and

season from mid-August through mid

Michigan, joining Harvard,

Stanford, and others, is among the first
law

schools

to

subscribe.

Attorneys@Work targets large and mid

post

resumes

at

no

charge.

size firms in primary (e.g., New York)

October to prevent employers from us
ing this service a means of bypassing
on-campus interviewing and contact
ing potential applicants directly.

and secondary (e.g., St. Louis) markets,

While students can only send their

In theory, this service will allow

with especially strong representation in

resumes to three employers through

students to reach more potential em

the Southeast.

Attorneys@Work, students are also able

ployers than they would reach with

to indicate a preference for particular

reams of paper cover letters and re

create and post resumes at no charge.

employers. If a student's resume is se

sumes. ThoughAttorneys@Work is not

Resumes can exceed the traditional one

lected in a search by an employer s/he

a replacement for on-campus interview

page limit of paper resumes, and can

has indicated as a preferred employer,

ing, mass-mailings, and old-fashioned

be easily updated. Students can pro

the student's resume will be placed at

pavement pounding, students seeking

vide detailed text describing items on

the beginning of the group of selected

firm jobs can only gain from using this

their resume that potential employers

resumes.

Through this service, students can

additional resource in their quest for

can access though "clicking" on fields.

Attorneys@Work suggests that

This format is marketed as being ideal

employers will not forsake their on

might just get an offer from a great firm

for students whose qualifications are not

campus interviewing for an afternoon

you never knew existed!

employment.

And who knows, you

+

Professors Debate Physician-Assisted Suicide
continuedfrom p. 2

suffering from chronic pain to have the

in determining who deserved the right

option to physician-assisted suicide than

be easily manipulated to allow for an

to die and who did not.

an 18-year old depressed patient who

open-ended acceptance of suicide,

two decades. Therefore, the term could

Thus, once one accepts the need for

wishes to "pull the plug" on necessary

which contravenes traditional prohibi

some form of proxy to evaluate the

but temporary life sustaining treatment.

tions against such acts.

moral justification for ending a person's

Yet, as the law stands, there is greater

Kamisar argued that the current

life, Orentlicher suggested that the di

likelihood of the latter patient having

distinction between physician-assisted

viding line should be whether someone

the "right to die" than the former.

suicide and withdrawal of life support

is terminally ill or not, as opposed to

Kamisar attacked this argument

whether the suicide is physician-as

pointedly on the grounds that "termi

is based on differentiation between real

sisted or results from the withdrawal of

nally ill" was an unsatisfactory stan

acts as opposed to abstract inquiries into
what constitutes "terminally ill."

does offer a clear drawing line since it

Explaining

dard. Scientifically, physicians cannot

his preference for the former standard,

be certain that the patient would have

Finally, Karnisar argued that phy

Orentlicher suggests that it provides the

died anyway, and Karnisar alluded to

sician-assisted suicide sends the implicit
message to the elderly that the onus rests

life-sustaining treatment.

greatest degree of patient autonomy for

studies claiming that a "terminally ill"

those who justifiably wish to control the

standard is unfeasible due to current

with them to defend their desire to con

manner in which they die.

prognostic limitations.

tinue living, and this burden becomes

To prove that this standard com

Kamisar suggested that under the

ports more closely with societal norms,

law "terminally ill" has no inherent

place greater emphasis on physicians to

Orentlicher suggested that we would be

limitations. It could mean a prognosis

enact cost-cutting measures.

more comfortable with an 83-year old

of death in two months, two years, or

particularly acute as health care entities

+

ATTORNEYS
®WORK™
T H E PLAC E M E N T
RESOURCE O F THE FUTURE
H ERE TODAY.

With the click of a mouse , you
can explore

whole new way to

e1

market your abilities to thousands
of legal e mployers qu ickly and
hassle-free. Attorneys @Work is
a h ighly effective recruiting tool
that uses the I nternet to match
law students with top firms and
other legal recru i ters across the
country. Attorneys @Work gives
law students an unprecedented
advantage by provid ing u npar
alleled exposure in the legal j ob
market. You can forward your
profile to specific legal employers,
research finm and access jobs all
on-line. Or, s i mply post your
profi le for legal employers to
access 24 h o urs a day. The on
l i ne system w i l l n o t rep lace
on-c a m p u s recru itment . I t w i l l
expand t h e opport u n i t i es for

law students to ga in exposure
to fi rms a c ross the c o u n try.

At t nrn e y s @Work is the com
p l e te re c r u i t ing and pLK e ment

tool for the lega l i nd u s try. To
fi nd o u t more, c ontact your
c areer placement offi ce

call

or

us tlll l - free 1 - 8 0 0 - 3 7 8 - 6 1 0 1 .
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Lateral Offers Made to Bolster Faculty
continuedfrom page 4

been turned down). Perhaps because

isn't unusual for an offer to be extended

privately aware and very concerned

of the number of unhappy Enterprise

to an outstanding visitor." Still, if only

about the shortage of strong forty-some

Organizations seekers in the fall who

two of these laterals or visitors accept

thing professors. In any event, the hir

were forced to take Bloodfeuds (a rough

their offers, we will likely have a no

ing process has been made more active

EO equivalent), the lateral hiring com

ticeable change in the character and

than it has been in over a decade. In

mittee currently has five outstanding of

number of our corporate offerings.

response to "faculty growth ambitions,"

fers to the following: Don Langevoort

Dean Lehman has created two new

of Vanderbilt (corporations, securities);

committees. The lateral hiring commit

Laura Lynn of Northwestern (corpora

Not surprisingly, the adminstration

tee, headed by Professor Fildes, is re

tions, securities); Amy Chua of Duke

has put a very positive spin on our re

Too Early to ell

sponsible for luring well established

(international business transactions,

cent loss of faculty.

professors from other law schools to

contracts); Richard Craswell of Chicago

remarked that "it is a sign of our

Michigan. The entry level committee,

(contracts, anti-trust, commercial law);

faculty's strength that many are sought

headed by Professor Soper, focuses on

and Ronald Mann of Washington Uni

after for deanships elsewhere." Dean

recruiting bright young graduates.

versity in St. Louis (my apologies to

Lehman believes that faculty turnover

Professor Mann for not knowing what

is "a sign of renewal that is a natural

The success or failure of the hiring
c o m m ittees

Professor Fildes

de-

part of any aca

pends on who you

demic institution.

ask.

Matthew

Miner, a member of
last year's student
c o m m ittee,

had

some candid criti
cism of the hiring
process.

"Student

input was not taken
into consideration
at all. The student
comm ittees were

It's

a

sign

of

strength of this

Dean Lehman believes tha t faculty turnover

school that every

is //a sign of renewal tha t is a na tural part of

loss is a big loss,

any a ca demic ins titu tion .

professors are big

because all of our

It's a sign of

in their respective

strength of this school tha t every loss is a big

fields."

loss, beca use all of our professors are big in

Even
you're

their respective fields. "

vinced

if

uncon
by

the

there just to take

Dean's pep-talk

the professors out

and still predict our

to coffee and give

law school's immi

them the impression that the students are involved in

nent doom, y o u
he teaches).

have to credit the administration for di

Miner also questioned

It's not clear what the yield will be

some of the seemingly arbitrary deci

on these five lateral offers, as well as

and energy to the search for well-quali

sions as to who would receive an offer

the outstanding entry-level offers. Pro

fied faculty. "All the laterals have spec

the process."

verting an incredible amount of time

or serious consideration for a teaching

fessor Fildes believes that the yield on

tacular reputations in their fields and at

job. "A very well qualified female can

entry levels will be around 40%, while

their schools," assures Professor Fildes.

didate was turned down for further con

"yield on laterals is probably slightly

"The extraordinary amount of offers

sideration, while

2 very white, very

lower, since many of them have estab

doesn't come from lower hiring stan

male, and not very qualified candidates

lished roots in their community, and

dards, but from increased devotion to

were brought on campus for further in

would have to relocate an entire family

hiring

terviewing. This happens while the ad

to Michigan." Dean Lehman indicates

Michigan's recent history."

ministration claims to be concerned

that this year's laterals will probably

this increased devotion comes to frui

about hiring more women and minori-

have a slightly lower yield than they

tion will depend on how many outstand

have in the past, because "this year's

ing offers are accepted. The future repu

ties."

that

is

unprecedented

in

Whether

While Miner's concerns are not

laterals haven't been visitors here,

tation of this school may well depend

unfounded, he concedes that the num

whereas in the past it has been standard

on our ability this year and in the next

ber of outstanding offers this year is an

to make lateral offers only to those that

few years to hire new professors, with

improvement over last year. Accord

have visited." Next year's visitors are

out sacrificing the high quality of teach

2 offers
10
offers, 8 of which remain open (2 have

+

ing to Miner, there were only

a distinguished bunch (including faculty

ing and scholarship that has come to be

all of last year. This year has seen

from Chicago, Wisconsin, and V ir

expected of Michigan's faculty.

ginia), and the Dean promises that "it
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How ntuch Pass/Fail is too ntuch?

BY Mnrn SAcHs
RG NEw s & PoLITics EDITOR

until next August or early September.
Next. Every law student, whether

tive pass/fail credit in the law school,
or nine credits in the B-School and six

So, you've heard about all of those

they're interested in graduating with

hours of Law School pass/fail, or go on

other choices that you possess besides

honors or not, can take a maximum of

an extemship for a pass/fail grade (12)

taking a regular law school course like

15 credits for a pass-fail grade, also

and take one Law School course pass/

E&O for a grade like a B+. You can

called the "limited" grade option. This

fail, or...whatever! The important thing

take a class for pass-fail credit. You can

means that you can take Tax (4), Com

is that the number of your overall cred-

take a clinic.

Y o u can take an

mercial Transac-

its toward law

You can take classes in

tions (4), Criminal

school gradua

externship.

Procedure (4), and

Every law student, whether

tion that are not

Federal Courts (3)

they're interested in gradu

for an actual

picture is pieced together, right? No

all for the limited

body wants to find themselves screwed

grade option, and

ating with honors or not, can

over during their last semester when

still graduate num

they find out that they don't have the

ber one in y o u r

its with the NJimited" grade

correct number of credits to graduate

class !

option.

other schools.
But, you don't know how the big

or that they have to take fifteen hours
of law school classes for actual grades!

That's easy
enough,

take a maximum of 15 cred

grade (A-, B+,
B-) cannot ex
ceed 22 in most
cases.
However, if
you could care

right?

less

about

Therefore, this is for you-the mis

Now, the tricky part comes when you

graduating with honors, then your op

informed ones. This is the unofficial/

decide how many mandatory pass/fail

tions increase dramatically. The 22

official word on the matter (and even

credits you can have. The "mandatory"

number is completely obsolete! You

checked over by the Law School

category also encompasses clinics,

simply cannot take more than fifteen

Records office for approval !):

externships, classes outside of the Law

hours in the Law School for a pass/fail

Here it goes and take a deep breath.

School, and Legal Practice to name a

grade, and cannot take more than nine

Most law students need 52 hours

few categories.

of classes during their second and third
years in law school.

hours outside of the Law School toward

First, let's assume that you want to

Law School graduation. 52 minus 15

This might not

graduate with honors. Generally, the

minus 9 equals... 28! This means that

apply to transfer students or some oth

cutoff is about a 3.35-3.40 GPA, but it

in most cases, if you're not interested

ers. Of those 52, you are allowed to

fluctuates because it's based on the top

in graduating with honors, you need

take up to nine

37% of your

only take 28 hours of Law School

(9) hours in

class. Any

classes after your first year for a grade.

other U of M

way,

programs, but
only six

(6) at

schools other
than

Michi

gan. To d o so,

Any course outside of the
law school is considered a
mandatory pass/fail class,
even though your grade may

if

Whew! NOTE FOUR: To all cur

y o u ' r e

rent Comm Trans. students:

shooting for

Professor Ponoroff warned you that his

At least

honors, you

lecture on check collection would be

can take a

awful!

maximum of

One last thing: During your last

you need the

appear on your transcript if

22 credits for

semester at the U of M, you can only

permission of

you wish.

a mandatory

take two courses in the Law School for

pass/fail

pass/fail credit.

g r a d e .

clinic, though, in addition to those two

N

courses.

the professor
teaching the
course and the

0

T

E

You can still take a

authorization of the Law School.

THREE: Most Michigan students fin

Now, there's a lot more, but ! think

NOTE: Any course outside of the law

ish their first year with five such cred

that I've confused everybody quite

school is considered a mandatory pass/

its (Legal Practice (4) and Ethics ( 1)),

enough already. If you want to plan a

fail class, even though your grade may

but not all. Check your transcript to

schedule that's a little tricky or quirky,

appear on your transcript if you wish.

make sure. Also, if you want to gradu

go up to the Law School Records Of

If you don't wish, it will appear as an

ate with the Coif (top 10%), then the

fice and check with an administrator.

"S" instead. NOTE TWO: Anybody

number is even less.

interested in taking classes at the B

These 22 credits can be allotted in

School must wait until the beginning of

different ways. Assuming your five I L

the semester. In other words, classes

hours for mandatory pass/fail credit,

for Fall 1997 are not available to choose

you could also take 15 hours for elec-

NOTE FINAL:
word for it!

Don't take my
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'QA1N COME TO ME

Previously: Matt had just uttered the
magic (latin) words which transform
him into L.L. to confront the obnoxious,
hideous & verbose Cynthia M'Gunnur.
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f\low Legal Lad. .. you
are in my way from
becoming Editor and
Chief of the Unwersdy

of fYiichigan Law

Review!Im going to
have to get rid of you!

Jessup Team Sets Sights on Washington
continuedfrom p. 3

cize the opportunities that Moot Courts have to offer and the

Although the time commitment has been necessarily tax

accomplishments of the teams. Mr. Walters suggests giving

ing on their academic duties, the team's experience has been

talks to the Legal Practice classes might help "get people

overwhelmingly positive. Mr. Silver says that the competi

thinking about it ahead of time." A bulletin board and tro

tion has "built on what he learned in Legal Practice," and

phy case would also be welcome additions.

that it has been "one of the most rewarding things I've done
since I came to law school."
The team also agrees that the teamwork and comraderie
aspect of the Jessup competition has been rewarding as well.

+

Campbell Moot Court
continuedfrom p. 3

Ms. Moore states that "[i]t is a total team effort, and that is

was also allowed to revise their briefs, and brief were due

what makes it so different from the other Moot Courts."

from both sides on Monday, March 24th.

One complaint the team does have is that there is not

The judges for the final round will be David S. Tatel of

much organized support for the extramural Moot Courts. Mr.

the DC Circuit; Diane Wood of the

Walters would like to see the establishment of a Moot Court

Cook, Chief Judge of the Eastern District of Michigan. The

7th Circuit, and Julian A.

Board, which could serve initially as an information center

judges were chosen through suggestions of the faculty and

about all the possible opportunities in Moot Courts. Mr. Sil

administration.

ver views the board as becoming a "central administrative

Malamud suggested Wood, and Cook was suggested by a

Dean Lehman suggested Tatel; Professor

source for extramural activities," coordinating funding and

board member. Unfortunately, Mr. Baldwin states that they

faculty support for the various subject areas. He thinks that

were unable to work out getting a Supreme Court Justice,

if the school would unify the various groups, it would be

but will try again next year. "You have to give them almost

easier to allocate the limited resources available.

a year lead time."

Ms. Moore believes that students must take the initia
tive to increase the school's role in these activities.

"Stu

In the competition, the briefs and the arguments are
weighed equally. The judges do not decide the merits of the

dents will have to put some pressure on the faculty to pro

case; rather, they choose the team which presented the best

vide support and get more funding. If students stay on them,

oral and written advocacy.

make sure that they are there and showing interest in moot

Finals will be held Thursday, April l Oth at 4:00 p.m. in

court activities, there will be enough resources to go around."

Room 100. There will be a reception open to the public im

The team would also like to find better ways to publi-

mediately following the conclusion of the deliberations

�

�
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B & B 's BS
Give The People What They Want
Some of our readers have "subtly" informed B&B that they did not feel our last piece was up to snuff. In our
defense, everyone screws up once in awhile. Sean Connery made "Highlander II," Clint Eastwood made "Pink
Cadillac," Frank Zappa made "Sheik Yerbouti," Justice Holmes wrote

Buck

v.

Bell, 274 U.S. 200 (upholding the

forced sterilization of a mentally handicapped woman because "[t]hree generations of imbeciles are enough."), and
B&B kinda sucked last issue. We're sorry but this is harder than it looks. Sure, we could constantly appeal to your
baser instincts and give you separated at births such as this:

Professor Yale Karnisar

Yoda

Accompanied by quotations like, "Beware the dark side of the [police] force, strong it is," or "Deprived my
Constitutional rights, you have."

But eventually we would run out of professors and would be forced to single out

some of the more hideous among the student body to ridicule. You know who you are, so back off.
Instead, B&B would like to discuss one of our favorite times of the year at the law school. Yes, the Student
Funded Fellowship Fund Drive is upon us. This is the time of year when students who normally wouldn't take the
time out of their self-righteous day to spit on B&B explain to us why it is our duty as law students to support their
cause. This comment is addressed to those of you who actually have a job and are still considering donating to SFF.
Over the last three years an average of 59 students per year have received an SFF award. Even if you step up large and
donate a $ 1000, what you're doing on average is supplying each awardee with $ 16.95. Essentially buying them a
decent lunch. But with almost 60 students receiving grants it's inevitable that some of them will be really annoying.
Do you really want to buy them lunch? Why give your hard earned money to a board of 12 students who are going to
use some unreviewable, amorphous test to determine which jerks you treat to lunch? The SFF Board says that in
deciding awards they stress "the extent to which the organization provides direct legal services to economically or
socially disadvantaged people." If you want to help these people is the best way by indirectly supporting them in the
form of substandard legal services provided by students who couldn't get real jobs? We think not. Give your money
to B&B, and we will distribute it directly to economically disadvantaged groups such as bartenders, blackjack dealers
and waitpersons.
Favorite Phrase Overheard in Connection with SFF Fundraising: "You're making more money than you know
what to do with." Let's illustrate this point with some hypothetical numbers: $1, 650/wk. salary at big firm in NYC for
12 weeks = $ 19,800. Figure 70% of that is your net $13,860, minus $1,000/mo. for an apartment in the city, $500/mo.
for the place you couldn't sublet in Ann Arbor leaving $9,360 before you've spent a dime on meals, transportation, dry
cleaning, entertainment, etc, not to mention that tuition bill due when you get back. Sure, you could probably squeeze
out some extra disposable income there somewhere, but B&B would rather give it to the squeegymen in the Mid
Town tunnel on our way out to the Hamptons each weekend. At least with the squeegymen we know exactly how our
hard-earned money will be squandered.
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